"Sometimes when we are generous in small, barely detectable ways, it can change someone's life forever." -Margaret Cho

**Student Government of Loyola Chicago**  
**September 18th, 2018, 4:00 PM**  
**Damen MPR North, Lake Shore Campus**  
**Senate Minutes**

I. **Roll Call**
   a. Called to order at 401PM  
   c. Motion to approve the results of the election by Sen. Henderson- Motion approved and new Freshmen Senators are inducted.

II. **Visitors and Guest Speakers**
   a. Freenters-
      i. Rao- Co-founder and CEO.  
      ii. We are a free printing solution achieved by including ads into printed materials. We also presented 5 months ago.  
      iii. (Rao then showed a promotional video for freenters).  
      iv. We are a campus advertising platform and distribute software allowing you to print for free while every 4th page is an ad.  
      v. We allow students to print on existing printers and have revenue sharing with university.  
      vi. Ads are traditionally local coupons, deals, and are printed in black and white. We try to stay local, with around 70% of ads are local.  
      vii. We do not charge the university fees, and will pay our current printing fees for each page printed.  
      viii. To gauge interest, they surveyed around 150 students at Damen, and found some interest, with 75% of students finding print funds insufficient, and 50% thinking printing in general is too expensive.  
      ix. All printing will have an ad- if a student prints one page, there will be one ad page, 5 pages will have 2 ad pages.  
      x. The school can veto advertisements, and the school is provided with a dashboard to do so. For example, advertisements for alcohol and tobacco could be vetoed by the school through the dashboard.  
      xi. This is an opt-in service: students would need to opt in and use the Freenters driver to print.  
      xii. **Students can print 80 pages free per month.**
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xiii. They collect data including name, school, gender, ethnicity, and whether the student lives on or off campus housing. Students can opt out of answering most questions, and the data is not sold.

xiv. Are not trying to replace the current printing system, just trying to add another option.

xv. To combat issues of sustainability, they have a partnership with printrelief to gauge the environmental impact of their impact and reduce it. Printed pages will be reforested.

xvi. Students can print single, double sided, but the service can also be available only on double sided.

xvii. To make this work, they would need to integrate with pharos and notify that to not charge students when frenters is used, and would need to install drivers on school computers.

xviii. Currently work with 23 universities.

1. Sen Henderson- You talk about partnership with print relief- do you only reforest ad pages?

xix. No, we reforest all pages printed through our system.

1. Senator Drescher- Can you restate your population of students in the survey?

xx. 166, all from Loyola.

1. Are you partnering with any universities that are sustainable?

xxi. I don’t know.

1. Senator Rodenbaugh- how do you reimburse the university?

xxii. We cover the student’s costs- we pay exactly what the students would.

1. Senator Vanna- If I print two sided, are ads on a separate page?

xxiii. Yes

1. Senator Khan- You are limited to black and white?

xxiv. Yes

1. Senator Siddiqui- Have you considered non-paper ads?
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xxv. Yes, but the payouts for those advertising methods are different: we don’t want to make a student watch a 5 minute ad to print 2 pages. We are considering using this method, though.
   1. Sen. Zahra- 7 pages with 3 ad pages, where are they inserted?

xxvi. If you print a 2 page document it is the first page, for 5 pages it is the first page and after 4th page, continues that way.
   1. Sen. Kostuik- Could you save paper by printing the advertising double sided?

xxvii. We’re considering it, but advertisers want it on one page.
   1. Sen. Helman- Do you show that video at every university?

xxviii. Yes.
   1. Sen. Guerrero- What is limit of pages printed?

xxix. 80 pages, resetting the first of every month.
   1. Sen. Guerrero- How do you track that?

xxx. When a student prints, we track number of pages printed to their ID. When printing, a student is notified of how many pages they have left.
   1. Sen. Drescher- What happens if a student tries to print beyond the 80 page limit?

xxxi. When student tries to print beyond their limit, they will get an error message. That way they can try to shorten document length or switch to paid printing.
   1. Sen McGuire- How easy is it to switch between the two modes?

xxxii. You just choose whether to use the freenters driver or not.
   1. Sen Mifsud- are ad pages included in the page limit count?

xxxiii. No.
   1. Sen. Khan- do you need this to be done on campus computers.

xxxiv. Generally, yes, if students can download pharos drivers, then we could let them print on their computers.
   1. Sen. Mifsud- We have the drivers on our computers, so it could probably be done, yes?

xxxv. If that is true, then yes, you could.
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1. Sen Kostuik - How long does switching drivers take?

xxxvi. Max of 30 seconds.

1. Sen. Glab - Is survey to make profile mandatory?

xxxvii. No, you can opt out of disclosing data if you don’t want to.

1. Sen. Glab - You mentioned that some advertisements are targeted towards a specific sex, could you not do that? Some students who do not have a gender identity may not like receiving advertisements like that. Do you target ads with other demographic information?

xxxviii. Most of our advertisements are not targeted (around 5% are), some companies, like phone companies, like to target freshmen. Recruiting companies like to target juniors and seniors. Those are generally the ads that are targeted.

1. Sen. Glab - That makes sense to me, I’m just not sure about the gender targeting for reasons above.

2. What security measures do you have on your data?

xxxix. I can send you the list, we got hacked originally when we were just starting, so after that we hired a CSO and put security as our highest priority. I can send you 2-3 pages of our security measures.

1. Sen Robinson - You mentioned that you are at UChicago and Northwestern, correct?

xl. Yes. We’re focused on Chicago, Boston and New York. We’re currently trying to branch out of that area.

1. Sen Henderson - What customer service do you have?

xli. We have a customer service desk, where we typically respond in 24 hours or less. We would rather you contact us than the school it?

1. Sen Henderson - Do you train the school’s IT with this?

xlii. Yes, we make sure that IT is knowledgeable about our service.

1. Sen Guerrero - how has Frenters managed their relationships with IT?
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xliii. We typically, upon endorsement by the student government, hold a meeting to go through IT’s priorities and questions. Once we agree to implement our system, the implementation can be done quickly, even in under an hour.

1. Sen Zahra- Were any universities added over the summer?

xlv. Yes, one was added over the summer. We’re also discussing with NIU and another school in Chicago right now.


III. Approval of the Minutes
a. No changes, minutes approved.

IV. Reports
a. Speaker Yano- I ask that for incoming senators you, in addition to reporting on this week’s activities, explain what your committee does.

b. Academic Affairs (Sen. Robinson)
   i. We deal with anything that airs with classes: tutors, writing center, etc., anything related to academics is our committee.
   ii. We are welcoming Sen. Gross and Sen. Lopez.
   iii. This week we reached out to the tutor center and are meeting with associate director around IBS and Business courses. If you have questions to be asked, reach out to sen. Vanna, Sen. Gross, or myself.
   iv. Update on ASL: we are looking for a professor to teach part time, and struggling to find someone willing to work only part time. May pay to have this position advertised.

c. Allocations Committee (Sen. Lopez)
   i. Our responsibility is to be a good steward of funding. Work with SAGA to fund RSO’s, promote culture and events that you see here funded by the SAF.
   ii. I’d like to give a breakdown of hearings- I thank all Senators on this committee for their work during the tough cycle. We started working at 1:30 PM, worked until 11:55 PM.
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iii. Had $119K requested, could only allocate around $75K. Went a bit over budget at $74,600, but we don’t expect that to be an issue.

d. Facilities and Transportation (Sen. Maley)
   i. Our committee deals with anything on campus that relates to physical structure of campus (unhappy with dorms, 8 ride, shuttle, apps that go with them.) We are welcoming 2 new senators to the committee. We are currently creating a relationship with SAC and hope to meet with their point of contact in October.
   ii. Sen. McGuire has requested picnic tables, we were recommended to write legislation to help keep them there.
   iii. Sen. Maley has looked to improve 8 ride app, found that structure of the app is the issue.
   iv. Sen. Hummel is working on getting outdoor water fountains. Reaching out around replacing filters on them, just to see how often they are replaced.
   v. Hope to find out how much storage space we have, as facilities currently has no idea what storage is free currently.

e. Recognized Sen. Abuhasna at 4:48PM

f. Justice Committee (Sen. Ahmed)
   i. Our role is to help solve and understand problems of social injustice on campus, and to work with environmental sustainability on campus. We are also working on collab events for voter registration.
   ii. Senator Mifsud has been working on blue power initiative (100% renewables by 2025, hopefully earlier).
   iii. Senator Glab has been working on getting STI/HIV testing brought to campus, and helping to solve gender rights issues.
   iv. We are holding a meeting right after senate with Students for Reproductive Justice around potentially collaborating.

g. Residents, Commuters, and Dining - (Sen. Drescher)
   i. Welcoming Sen. Jefferson to our committee.
   ii. We handle residence life experience, dining experience, commuter life.
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iii. Previous initiatives- restored Lucky Charms in campus, removed gendered language from things on campus, banned selling of bottled water from dining on basis that water is a basic human need and thus shouldn’t be sold.

iv. Sen. Mooney is looking into showerheads for res. halls that light up when you’ve used more than a recommended amount for a single shower.

v. Sen. Zahra- working on creating a line of connection between us and commuters.

vi. We also handle printers in residence halls.

vii. We are working on offering healthier options in dining halls and have a meeting with Aramark tomorrow at 2:30PM. If you have any suggestions, send them over to myself or Sen. Zahra.

h. **Safety and Wellness (Sen Henderson)**
   i. We address any issue that deals with student safety/well-being.
   ii. Work with campus safety, and the wellness center.
   iii. Currently, Senator Siddiqui and I brought up recommendations to changes to campus safety. Currently a work in progress, will update with more info.
   iv. Met with head of wellness center head around wellness center’s referral system. They considered it a case that slipped through the cracks of their referral system. Every summer they bring up referrals with associated doctors, have brought up just putting that information online.
   v. QPR suicide prevention training will happen next week- on the spot recognition system- sept. 22 at 10:30 am at the Granada center. Link is posted on the SGLC Facebook page, I hope that new members will be on that very shortly.

1. Pres. Mannam- The link can also be put on the sakai page.

V. **Special/Ad Hoc Committee’s:**
   a. **Fall Elections (Senator McGuire)**
      i. We concluded the election 7 days ago, we have not received any contact with those who did not receive positions contesting the results, so results
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were confirmed earlier today. This committee will be dissolved in new business and discussion. Thank you to all the Senators on this committee.

b. Judicial Branch (C.J. Tawfic)
   i. Will elect protemp on Thursday.
   ii. Bylaws will be due a week from today. If you have a new member, they will be due in two weeks: you’re still required to submit one with old members next week, but new members have another week.

c. Executive Board- (VP Caballero)
   i. We hope you had a lot of fun in the retreat, and hope you get a chance to use the tools and information you were given.
   ii. Last week president Mannam and I attended the board of trustees meeting. They all know who you are and who is working on what- we didn’t want to take credit for these things.
   iii. We have open positions for chief of staff next semester and have open spots on university senate, so if you know anyone who would be a good fit, please spread the word.
      1. Sen. Helman- Point of clarification- what is the university senate?
   iv. The university senate is a greater senate of Loyola, where many groups gather including faculty, staff, students and administrators.
   v. Pres. Mannam is organizing a meeting to make sure that the exec committee keeps up their work.
   vi. Banquet is tomorrow at 6:00-7:30PM. Formal attire is required, many people from the administration will be there, so come with things to bring up!

d. President Mannam-
   i. Last Tuesday, I met with Lucas Fleischer- met to talk about the intercollegiate taskforce/coalition. Would have students from multiple universities come together in a greater body, sort of like a UN concept. If you are interested in having student government be a part of this, let me know. They will be having a meeting on October 6th, discussing committees, etc. and if we want to be a part of that we need it put in our articles before then.
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1. Sen. Drescher- could you elaborate on the Chief of Staff application?
   ii. Right now our Chief of Staff is graduating in December, so we want to make sure that the transition goes smoothly. We may need an executive order for a pro-temp chief of staff for next semester to ensure that the next COS transitions smoothly.

1. VP Caballero- we do not have certainty to when we are closing the application right now.

   e. Budget- CFO Zelinski-
      i. Took it upon myself to make sure as much of the budget is used as possible. It is split into 4 parts, I will be speaking on the general budget today.
      ii. Each committee is allocated $425. If anything large comes out, there is an act budget with more funding if needed.
      iii. Had looked towards holding events to make the student body more aware of what we are doing. If you have any questions about the budget, please reach out as I don’t want good ideas to go undone because of a budget issue.
      iv. Requests from a committee must be done through a chair.
         1. Sen. Glab- can senate discretionary fund be allocated through anything other than acts?

   v. No.

VI. Advisor Love-
   a. I promise that by the end of the year, I will write you all an individual affirmation.
   b. The most important thing today is the IFTJ (Ignatian Family Teach-in for Justice). This is an opportunity to join with Jesuit colleges, high schools, parishes, etc. to learn about what our brand of catholic heritage means in a political sphere.
   c. I attended it as a staff member a few years ago and found it an incredibly inspiring experience. You do not have to be Catholic to attend.
   d. I forgot to mention this to you earlier, and applications are due tomorrow at noon. That’s on me, as about 2.5 weeks ago Megan Berry has reached out to me
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about this, and previously 2 SGLC representatives were sent to this event (funding was allocated for them).

e. The actual event takes place on Nov. 5th, lasting 3 days. Senator Robinson had been in the past.

   i. Senator Robinson- IFTJ was one of our favorite weekends of the year- most of the weekend consists of listening to various keynote speakers. Much of our relations were on the death penalty and DACA. Getting to talk to US congressional representatives was cool, too!

   1. VP Caballero- The application generally takes minutes. I went as well, it was a good time last year. Actually sitting down with representatives of our government let us bring our student’s concerns to a big stage.

f. Event born from a day where Jesuits would go to the school of the Americas and protest. About 6 years ago, they decided to focus their efforts on going to where decision are made instead of standing in the woods for a few days. Dates are November 3rd, 4th, and 5th. You would have to miss classes on Monday and would need to talk to faculty members you have that day surrounding that.

   g. The topics for this year are: humane migration policies, climate justice, and ending mass incarceration and exclusion. If you are interested in any of those, this is a great opportunity.

h. I will get the links to this application sent out after this. Know that there are two spots being held by SGLC. You can go to [LUC.edu/IFTJ](http://www.LUC.edu/IFTJ) to apply as well.

   i. Sen. Henderson- this happens every year?

   j. Yes.

   i. Sen. Drescher - Who is in charge of approving this?

   j. Megan Berry, you need to win the spot on your own merits.

   i. Sen. McGuire- do you indicate that you are a member of SGLC?

k. Yes.

   i. Sen. Mooney - are there spots for non- SGLC?

l. There are.

   i. Sen. Mooney- when are you notified of acceptance?
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m. It does not say. In preparation for the trip, you attend 3 meetings beginning on October 18th to attend.
   i. Sen. Glab- It’s due Wednesday the 19th?

n. Yes.
   i. Sen. McGuire- if the two SGLC spots are filled do you fill out a second application to apply for normal spots?
   o. No.

p. It was mentioned at university senate that we are proposing the creation of a new school: the school of health sciences and public health. This initiative is still in the works, and has not gone through all channels, but appears to be on track. Would pull some programs from nursing and medical and put them in their own school. If anyone has interest in learning more about that, information will be included in the minutes of the university senate soon. We were assured that it will not affect tuition, or size of undergraduate classes.

VII. **Unfinished Business**

a. Campus Safety Stop and Frisk ~ Senator Robinson
   i. Last week we deferred this to the Justice committee:
      1. Sen Ahmed. Last week I personally reached out to campus safety, still working for a response. Looking to see what causes these stops, how to avoid these stops, and what happened in the specific stops. Asked when campus safety would begin to have body cameras, who would be able to view it.
      2. Also asked about creating a taskforce on community policing, wondering who is in charge of sending those updates.
         a. Sen. Helman- Can you explain stop and frisk?
   ii. This issue came from a phoenix article published about two weeks ago. It highlighted that a majority of campus stops are toward minorities. It is unclear whether that includes people who are not students. I can send it out.
      1. Of 80 ppl frisked around 70% were minorities.
         a. Sen. Rodenbaugh.- What was the percentage of pedestrians actually given a citation/fine?
   iii. I believe most of them resulted in no citation.
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a.  Sen. Rodenbaugh- a rep. from SGLC was invited to be on a panel surrounding campus safety, but has since graduated. Not sure in anyone is on that panel, or if it even exists anymore.
   i.  Pres. Mannam- I haven’t heard of this panel.
      1.  Sen. Lopez- Are you all referring to the task force created to deal with this?
      2.  Sen. Ahmed- there was supposed to be a community policing curriculum.

b.  There were two panels created- one around policing concerns, one around others.

iv.  Advisor Love- I would recommend that those interested in talking to campus safety organize and invite the chief of campus safety to senate, that may be a good way of going forward.
   1.  Speaker Yano- would that be helpful to you all?
      a.  (People nod, snap in affirmation).

VIII. **New Business & Discussion**

   a.  Internal Elections
   i.  Speaker Yano- We do have a candidate- she will have the opportunity to come up and give a small speech, I will ask her three questions, and then you can ask clarifying questions.
      1.  Kayla Anderson- Hello! I am a junior here, and I was on student government the last two years, but studied abroad last semester. I wanted to return and be a part of this group again. I am now Vice President of my chapter, and doing other activities, so I feel that that will give me an ability to help out with a wide range of issues.
   ii.  Speaker Yano- What is one issue you see on campus that you would like to address?
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1. I feel like we all say we are cohesive, but we really aren’t- people are generally quite split apart. I feel like we could bring a lot of affinity groups together currently.

iii. If elected, what committees would you like to be on and why?
   1. I would like to be on Safety and Wellness or Justice, as both of those align with my values. In addition, this aligns with my Pre-Med track as I am going on to try and provide healthcare for lower income individuals.

iv. Why do you think you would be a good fit for SGLC?
   1. I am very personable, and very strongheaded- once I set my mind on something, I get it done. I also talk to a lot of people, and I think that makes me a good candidate to be a senator.

v. Floor closed to all non SGLC members at 5:39PM.
vi. Floor opened at 5:41 PM- Senator Anderson elected.

1. Senator Anderson will be joining the justice committee.

b. Gendered Restrooms – Senator Helman
   i. The bathrooms in this campus do not adequately support the non-binary community: they must either walk downstairs to use another bathroom that does not have a shower, or use gendered bathrooms somewhere else. No one should ever feel uncomfortable on their assigned floor: one solution could be to have non-binary stalls, but I have heard students representation say that would be ableist. I propose that we add a gender non-specific bathroom to allow students who are gender non-specific, or non-binary to use it.

ii. Georgetown University had cited the position of the church as a reason why it rejects doing this. If we could get this approved, we could change something in more schools than ours.
   1. Sen. Henderson- could you be more specific on the difference between gender neutral and non-binary bathrooms?

iii. Gender neutral is for anyone, non-binary is for specifically non-binary individuals.
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1. Sen. Kostuik- some universities have set up a dorm for gender-nonbinary students, and I believe that if we could set up some sort of LGBT learning community it could be beneficial.

2. Sen. Glab- You are proposing to add a line in bathrooms temporarily?

   iv. Yes. Putting a line in the men’s restroom and calling it gender non-binary is somewhat patronizing, but for now it is a step forward.

   1. Sen. Drescher- your current proposal is changing the sign? Is there anything in the actual bathroom that would differ between non-binary and other bathrooms?

   v. Yes to the first questions, and no, there should be no difference currently.

   1. Sen. Taylor- Moving forward with RCDC would be just changing signage?

   vi. For now, yes. Changing the signs would be a temporary solution.

   1. Sen. Guerrero- thank you for bringing this up. FSYA has added a LGBT module for univ, and we can look into that. I would recommend Senator Helman go talk to them, and go to talk about their scholars program, to see if help could be found that way.

   vii. I spoke to SDMA about these ideas, and talked about integrating a learning community as well. Seeing as it might not sit well with everyone, we could take small steps consistently to make a big change over time.

   1. Sen Ahmed- First, who did you speak to in SDMA office?

   viii. James.

   1. Sen. Ahmed- Did they give you a timeline?

   ix. The person wanted to get the ball moving with this initiative, then we could look at other things to tackle.

   1. Speaker Yano- To explain how you can move forward with this issue, you could pursue this as an individual student outside of SGLC, you could refer it to a committee, or write legislation, in this case probably a resolution.
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2. Sen. Bazaraa- What is the final goal?  
   x. Currently, I am looking at what a permanent solution might become. I want to work with SDMA and students on finding that.
   1. Sen. Bazaraa- So what might make students more comfortable?
   xi. Students I have talked to have not been able to give me an answer yet, I want to find that.
   1. Sen. Anderson- Would this be signage legislation that you would want to do, would those in the learning community need to be LGBTQ+?
   xii. I don’t want to focus on the learning community right now, you do not need to identify as that to learn about this.
      1. Speaker Yano- does anyone have an idea of what committee this might be deferred to? (F&T was generally stated.)
      2. Speaker Ahmed- I think this might be a Justice committee issue right now, looking at seeing who needs this, then work to implement it.
      3. Speaker Yano- Just a reminder that committees do not have to work independently and can collaborate.
      4. The motion does pass and will be referred to facilities and transportation.
      5. Sen. Maley- if you really want to collaborate on that, please contact me.
      6. Sen Guerrero- If we were to look at the learning community, would that be under academic affairs or RCDC?
         a. Speaker Yano- any initiative can technically be a part of any committee?
            i. Speaker Love- Academic Affairs would be the place to start.
            ii. Senator Robinson- is that some thing you want academic affairs to start looking at?
   xiii. No.
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1. Sen Helman- if that is something you want to look at now, wonderful. SDMA would be interested in working with you.
   a. Sen Kostuik- I would be interested in working on legislation.
      i. Sen Robinson- if you or anyone else have interest on working on this, please send me an email.
   c. Sen. Rodenbaugh- I would like to start a conversation around Freenters.
      i. Sen. Taylor- They have changed their presentation from last semester, including local ads and reducing paper use. I was impressed with the changes.
      ii. Sen. Drescher- Last semester we had concerns surrounding sustainability of printing an extra page. We need to voice student concerns, and their survey had a small sample size. Last year we had a fall survey that went out, and there could be another one. If we are interested, there might be an option to look at Freenters from that angle.
      iii. Sen Kostuik- If Loyola got free printing, there would be no incentive to ever stop printing. You would then also have to print an ad, and that adds extra waste.
   1. CSO Weathers- Not only the paper use increases, but also transportation of paper, production of paper. They try to take a sustainability angle, but I see this as a step back for Loyola. Also, if we allow students to print for free, toner is quite bad for people and we would need to produce more of that. While it sounds attractive that they will be planting trees, that isn’t the whole story on their environmental impact.
   iv. Sen. Bazaraa- I’m disappointed that they still print on one page, but I think our positions of student representatives require us to look at both sides.
   v. Sen. McGuire- Last time I also asked about cyber security, and they seem to have given a better answer this time around.
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vi. Sen. Rodenbaugh- If you are printing one page, your amount of waste increases by 100%. Also, conservation is much more important than reforesting: we are concerned with all student concerns, not just

vii. Sen. Zahra- We do not necessarily need to use Freenters. If we started to print more due to printing being free, that would create more waste. Hopefully, we could go towards an era where printing is nonessential.

viii. Sen. Drescher- Before Uncapped Loyola, the basis of the initiative was the modification of water, not an environmental stance. I have a few questions for Sen. Robinson: last semester we wanted to look at getting a larger printing budget- is it so low compared to other schools to encourage us to print less? Have we look at reaching out to professors about asking them to print less?

1. Sen. Robinson, Loyola gives its professors a lot of freedom, having pretty much full use of their service. Getting them to do things like this will be met with similar answers to the past that professor’s contracts do not allow student government to tell them how to run classes.

2. Sen. Maley- I see a lot of people concerned about the environment, but there are people that cannot afford printing that this would help. Many people have to print hundreds of pages a semester, and that cost adds up.

ix. Sen. Kostuik- we could just support free printing, just free printing, without ads. Those ad pages may just end up in the trash, as well.

1. Speaker Yano- I brought this up in the past as an issue, at the past Freenters had provided recycling bins.

x. Sen. Ahmed. What would be the result of this legislation? How would this be advertised?

1. Sen. Robinson- If this was set up, free printing would probably spread well through word of mouth, but this could be advertised in other ways, or left to Freenters to do.
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xi. Sen. Taylor- I think that looking at this would be useful, as there are issues on both sides.

xii. Sen. Henderson- Putting a recycling bin at the bottom of the printer still does not solve the waste issue itself. There may be tradeoffs, here, I’m wondering if Advisor Love might be able to provide insight on this.
1. Love- Our office has access to a hardship fund. This isn’t something broadly advertised, but if we were working with a student who couldn’t afford this, we have in the past set them up with an extra balance of rambler bucks to be able to print. We don’t have much data on this, though, to speak to the actual need. Long way of saying I have nothing to add.

xiii. Sen. McGuire- So since we can’t ask professors to print less, would this be a safety net for those who must print so much?
1. Sen. Robinson- There are many professors who require hundreds of pages to be printed. If we were a paperless campus this might be a different issue, but currently printing is a problem.

xiv. Sen. Guerrero- Going forward, would this be an issue to defer to Senator Robinson?
1. Sen. Robinson- as of right now I would like to look more thoroughly at this, yes. There has been demonstrated interest in free printing and laundry, and when we have an opportunity to have this, we would be interested. I have found that the CEO is interested in a trial period, and he said that yes, he would ask for a year, however. We can pass this contingent on a one year trial period and monitor paper use.
2. Speaker Yano- Do you all still wish to continue debating this issue?
   a. No.
   d. Sen McGuire- I would like to move to dissolve the fall elections committee, as it must be dissolved within two weeks of the election. All candidates have been confirmed and there are no procedural complaints.
   i. Fall elections committee is dissolved.
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e. Sen. Guerrero- As we have proven up to this day, we are moving with many initiatives very quickly. We have a space dedicated to us, and if you would like to hold meetings in our office it would be a good idea to have a schedule so that the space can be kept clean. I was speaking with COS Gomez around creating a schedule.

i. Speaker Yano- I have a question for Sen. Guerrero- were you referring to the office as a whole?

f. The small office.

g. Sen. Ahmed-

i. Last year I sat on a coalition of other schools. I got an invitation to a U-Chicago conference, the Illinois Sexual misconduct conference. This will seek to create an opportunity for students fighting sexual misconduct on campus to voice their concerns to Illinois government officials- there will be an open letter drafted. If anyone is interested, reach out and I can sign you up.

1. Sen. McGuire- We should all be concerned around the SGLC rules around signing an open letter like that- you may have to be more of an observer and abstain from signing that letter.

h. Sen. Rodenbaugh-

i. I have recently been aware that the there are different policies with faculty members and university staff for sexual misconduct. University staff are held accountable to the university as a whole, whereas Faculty are only held accountable within their specific schools. I don’t know if that is within our jurisdiction to fix, but I was wondering if advisor Love had any ideas.

1. Advisor Love- There is a centralized reporting mechanism, so all reports go to ethics line. They get assigned based on a team of people under Tom Kelly, who oversees policies related to discrimination policy. It is true, that I understand it, that at times those matters may be investigated by a dean or someone else within the college to investigate them. Complaint against a staff member would be handled by HR, who probably has a different
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skillset. If it impacts the student’s experience, you may want to pursue it.

a. Sen. Helman- This is dealing with sexual misconduct of Faculty vs. Students?

ii. Sen. Rodenbaugh- the discrepancy makes it more difficult to hold people accountable, and decreases the university’s capacity to give a fair result.

1. Sen Kostuik- You are trying to make the process equal?

iii. Yes.

1. Sen. Taylor- For the processes in the colleges deemed to be done incorrectly, the university has the right to investigate the dean, correct?

   a. Advisor Love- I’m not sure. The university does not exist independently of the colleges. I’m much more familiar with the staff side, but not the student side.

i. Sen. Drescher-

   i. Last year, student govt. administered a survey during the fall semester. We weren’t sure if we wanted to pursue it again, hopefully earlier in the year than before (so around now). If you see a need to ask the student body something this could be a good opportunity to do that. Some questions I wanted to ask were around dining concerns, and talk of expansion of the uncapped Loyola initiative. If there are more specific questions, or to talk about the freeters debate, we could include those as well.

   1. Sen. Zahra- Would this be different from Lit- we are asking questions to students?

   ii. Yes, Lit is a platform where students come to us, for this survey we come to the students. Last year we tabled for it to encourage students to reply.

   1. Sen. Ahmed- Last year what was the sample size?

   iii. We sent it out to the entire undergraduate body, I believe we received about 800 responses, possibly a bit under that.
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1. Sen. Robinson- it is sent to your LUC email, right to your inbox. Academic affairs could tackle this if we were to go forward. Could we hold an informal poll?
   a. Senate holds a poll, to a resounding yes.

2. Sen Robinson- how should the body move forward with our questioning?
   a. Pres. Mannam- Are we able to do this? Last time, our advisor spoke to the university VP about sending the survey out. From there, it is to the jurisdiction of the Speaker.

3. Speaker Yano- Last time, any committee who wanted to add a question, a committee would have to justify why they are asking a question. I would request that again this year. It is to let VP Jane Newfelt know our questions have reasoning, and to let the students know what we are doing with their information.
   iv. Sen. Drescher- I Encourage all chairs to put this on their agendas for the next meetings.
   j. Sen. Bazaraa- Emails were being sent out around getting people to change their passwords?
      i. Sen Taylor- The problem was brought up to ITS, and it has gotten better, but I did receive one last semester.
      1. Sen Zahra- ITS are the people who can work on it, but it is a continuous problem that will probably not go away.
      ii. Sen. Kostuik- Phishing won’t really go away, but campus safety does notify freshmen that these emails are sent out.

IX. Announcements and Upcoming Events
   a. Speaker Yano- Next meeting will be business casual attire, as Wayne Majars is visiting us. And the coms team will be taking pictures of Freshmen Senators then, as well.
      i. Sen Guerrero- Do you want questions submitted prior to the event?
   b. No, but have some ready.
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i. Sen Drescher- Is there any way a guest list can be sent out to let us know who is coming to meetings?
   1. Pres. Mannam- plan on seeing people that you work with, at your table, generally.
   c. Speaker Yano- Please use points of personal privilege sparingly, there were a lot given in this meeting- they are meant only if truly necessary and for only a few minutes.

X. Meeting adjourned at 6:49PM.